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Question #:1

What is the primary use of the ClearPass Onboard Application?

Connect company-issued devices.

Configure network profiles for BYOD Devices.

Enforce endpoint device profiling.

Provide for system validation of client posture.

Answer: A

Explanation

Question #:2

A customer would like to authenticate employees using a captive portal guest web login page. Employees
should use their AD credentials to login on this page

Which statement is true?

Employees must be taken to a separate web login page on the guest network.

The customer needs to add second guest service in the policy manager for the guest network

The customer needs to add the AD server as an authentication source in a guest service.

The customer needs to add the AD servers RADIUS certificate to the guest network

Answer: B

Question #:3

Which actions are necessary to set up a ClearPass guest captive portal web login page to execute with no
errors? (Select three.)

Configure the vendor settings in the Network Access Device to match the web login page.

Install a public issued HTTPS certificate in ClearPass Policy Manager.

Install a public issued HTTPS certificate in the Network Access Device.

Configure the vendor settings in the Web Login Page to match the Network Access Device.

Install an enterprise issued HTTPS certificate in the Network Access Device.
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Configure the external web-auth URL on the Network Access Device for HTTP

Answer: C D F

Question #:4

Your boss suggests that you configure a guest self-registration page in ClearPass for the Conference Events
SSID Which advantages will this give? (Select two.)

It will allow guest users to create a login account for the web login page.

It will stop employees from putting their corporate devices on the event network.

It will allow employees to get their own devices securely connected to the network.

It will allow the Conference center to collect extra information about the guest.

It can be pre-loaded with guest information from the conference registration.

Answer: A D

Question #:5

Refer to the Exhibit:

What will be the enforcement for the user "neil"?
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Allow Internet Only Access

Allow Full Access

Corp Secure Contractor

Secure Corp BYOD Access

Answer: A

Question #:6

What is the purpose of ClearPass Onboarding?

to remotely control devices

to provision and revoke device credentials

to control loT device access

to manage firmware and patches

Answer: B
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Question #:7

An administrator wants to specify the ClearPass role named "BYOD" for phones and tablets and the "CORP"
role for laptops.

How should the administrator configure ClearPass to specify the roles by device type? (Select two.)

Create the roles and add them as attributes in the Endpoints database.

Create the Roles and apply them to the authorization tab in the service.

Create the Roles and add the Endpoints Repository to the authorization in the service.

Ensure that the role is specified by device type in the Endpoints database

Create a Role Mapping policy, and apply it to the RADIUS service.

Answer: D E

Question #:8

Which three items can be obtained from device profiling? (Select three.)

Device Location

Device Type

Device Family

Device Category

Device Health

Answer: A B E

Question #:9

ClearPass Onboard can be configured for which three types of security? (Select three.)

SSL-VPN

EAP-RADIUS

EAP-TLS

EAP-PEAP

Personal PSK


